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More than half of all American states have passed laws 
designed to combat the Boycott, Divestment and 
Sanctions movement against Israel. No advocacy group 
was more important to this push than the Israel Allies 
Foundation, an American non-profit that supports a 
network of pro-Israel legislators across the globe.

It was the IAF that in 2014 connected a South Carolina 
politician with an Israeli legal scholar who drafted the 
first bill to ban state agencies from contracting with 
entities that boycott Israel.

After that law passed in South Carolina in 2015, the IAF 
successfully lobbied for nearly-identical anti-BDS bills 
in 25 other states, including Florida, Pennsylvania and 
Arizona. Now the group is backing another bill, which 
has already passed in South Carolina and Florida and 
been introduced in six more states, which would 
change civil-rights codes to define antisemitism to 
include anti-Zionism.

Public records obtained by The Forward show that the 
Israeli government approved a grant of more than 
$100,000 to the Israel Allies Foundation in 2019. The 
IAF has not disclosed this or any previous Israeli grants 
to the United States government, in possible violation 
of laws requiring American political advocacy groups to 
disclose foreign-government contributions.

The IAF, which reported $1.4 million in revenue in 2018 
and features a testimonial on its website from Vice 
President Mike Pence, did not respond to four emails 
seeking comment.

It is one of 11 American groups that received Israeli 
government funds, according to the documents, which 
show that the Israeli Ministry of Strategic Affairs and a 
quasi-governmental organization it created have given 
at least $6.6 million to U.S. organizations since 2018. 
These grants, along with millions more that went to 

groups in Europe, Latin America, Africa and Israel itself, 
were to further the country’s public diplomacy efforts, 
particularly against BDS.

The Israeli government’s gifts to pro-Israel American 
entities — including more than $1 million each to 
Christians United for Israel and Aish Hatorah’s Hasbara 
Fellowships — were publicly unknown until the last few 
weeks, after a politician not from Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu’s party took over the ministry and 
dropped its longstanding stance against releasing its 
public records.

According to the Israeli documents, most of the grants 
to the American organizations were intended to send 
those groups’ members — and selected guests — on 
chartered trips to Israel, which often included meetings 
with Israeli officials. Spending these funds abroad, 
rather than inside the United States, may have allowed 
them to avoid onerous federal disclosure requirements 
designed to thwart foreign influence campaigns.

But documents also suggest that some of those trips 
included instructions for pro-Israel advocacy back 
home — in statehouses and on college campuses —
which legal experts say may expose not just the 
recipient groups but also anyone who went on their 
trips to fines and even prosecution for violating 
disclosure rules.

The documents, which include financial spreadsheets, 
government memoranda and the minutes of official 
meetings, were released after a Freedom of 
Information Act request by the Israeli Freedom of 
Information Movement and the Israeli news website 
The Seventh Eye , and shared with the Forward.

Many foreign countries try to influence U.S. policy and 
public opinion, and Israel is no exception. But lobbyists 
paid by foreign governments are required to register

U.S. pro-Israel groups failed to disclose grants 
from Israeli government
By Aiden Pink
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with the Department of Justice and disclose whom they 
work for, whom they meet with or write to, how much 
they’re being paid, even what’s printed on their 
pamphlets.

The law that governs this activity is the Foreign Agents 
Registration Act, or FARA. It was passed in the 1930s to 
thwart pro-Nazi propaganda conducted by Americans 
who were secretly supported by the Third Reich. It 
exists so that the public can know “whose benefit 
people are acting on behalf of,” said Amos Jones, a 
Washington lawyer who specializes in FARA cases.

Many American political advocacy groups reject 
foreign-government donations, both to avoid 
accusations of foreign influence and to avoid the 
cumbersome FARA disclosure process.

FARA — which experts said was designed to be 
intentionally broad — governs “any person who acts as 
an agent, representative, employee, or servant, or 
otherwise acts at the order, request, or under the 
direction or control of a foreign principal.” The law calls 
for up to five years in prison and fines up to $250,000 
for failure to disclose.

While the law was once rarely enforced, there have 
been several prominent FARA cases in the past few 
years. As part of their plea deals, former Trump 
campaign chairman Paul Manafort and former National 
Security Advisor Michael Flynn both admitted to 
improper compliance with FARA.

Many of the payments that Israel made to the IAF and 
the other American groups were delivered through an 
organization that was set up, an Israeli official 
acknowledged in a Knesset hearing this summer, to 
mask the money’s source. But several experts said that 
the existence of such an intermediary does not remove 
the disclosure requirements.

“They can have all the shell companies they want or 
whatever you want to call it,” said Jones, one of three 
FARA lawyers who were interviewed for this article. “If 
that is a foreign organization or group of people, then 
they can be a foreign principal, thereby requiring 
persons acting under their direction inside the United 
States to have to register.”

The other two FARA lawyers concurred with Jones’ 
assessments.

The ministry’s workaround: a company called Concert

Israel’s Ministry of Strategic Affairs was once a 
backwater agency with unclear purpose. That changed 
in 2015, when it was placed under the control of the 
hard-charging, hawkish Gilad Erdan, who convinced 
Netanyahu, a fellow member of the Likud Party, to 
quintuple the ministry’s budget and add fighting BDS to 
its portfolio.

Ever since, the ministry has been tasked with waging 
war in the battle of public opinion against Israel’s 
critics, especially on social media. It has fought in court 
to keep some of its activities classified, but it has also 
published dossiers on pro-BDS activists and hired an 
Israeli influencer popular on the U.S. college-lecture 
circuit as a consultant.

But as the Forward previously reported, Erdan found 
that when the ministry offered money to Jewish-
American groups in 2017, it was often rebuffed — out of 
concern about the FARA disclosure requirements, that 
they’d be accused of “dual loyalty,” or that the grants 
would complicate their claims that they represent 
American Jewish interests, which are often similar but 
not identical to Israeli ones. Such refusals included 
several prominent American Jewish groups like the 
Jewish Federations of North America and the Jewish 
Council of Public Affairs. A spokesperson for the Anti-
Defamation League said this month that it, too, had 
turned down a grant. One official whose organization 
was solicited, speaking on the condition of anonymity, 
said that the Israelis were “anxious and frustrated” by 
the rejections.

A ministry spokesperson declined to answer questions 
for this article. Instead, the official sent a three-
sentence statement saying that its activities “are done 
in a legal and professional manner, including informing 
the relevant authorities on issues such as FARA, and is 
conducted according to the letter of the law.”

By December 2017, the ministry largely stopped trying 
to directly give money to major Jewish advocacy 
organizations. Instead, it helped create a “public-
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benefit company” to fight BDS — and put a buffer 
between itself and the American groups. The company 
was originally called Kela Shlomo, or Solomon’s Sling, 
but less than a year later, its name was changed to 
Concert. In keeping with their penchant for secrecy, 
officials in the ministry and the company refused to 
explain the name change to journalists.

The ministry pledged to match private donations to 
Concert, up to $37.5 million over four years. The 
company’s sole purpose was to provide grants to Israeli 
and Diaspora advocacy groups. It had an independent 
board, but its steering committee was chaired by the 
ministry’s director-general.

This approach meant potentially doubling the amount 
of money available for the cause, by consolidating 
private and public funds, and creating an entity much 
nimbler than the Israeli government to quickly respond 
to BDS victories or social media spats.

Ronen Manelis, the ministry’s new director, also said 
this summer that the strategy was designed in part to 
make it easier for American groups to accept the 
grants, because Concert’s ties to the Israeli 
government, while not secret, were also not well 
known.

“The understanding was that it would be easier for 
them to come to terms with a public-benefit company 
than with an action that the Israeli government is 
behind,” Manelis testified in July at a Knesset oversight 
hearing. “In the end, you see a bank transfer from a 
non-profit organization, and not a bank transfer from 
the Israeli government. That’s the idea.”

In the end, Concert granted around $10.5 million, a little 
more than half of which went to American groups. 
Several groups got more than $1 million each; the 
smallest grant was $15,000.

A spokesperson for Concert also refused to answer The 
Forward’s questions, but said in a statement that the 
organization “conducts all of its activities with its 
partners according to FARA regulations and the law, 
and as such reports to the relevant authorities and 
entities.”

The company’s internal documents identify some 

organizations it funded, but others are redacted. The 
language describing those beneficiaries’ activities is 
vague: “defensive and offensive” campaigns, research 
on “corporate responsibility,” “amplification units” that 
would provide “support for organizations in a pro-
Israeli network.”

But Concert’s internal communications also show 
frustration that many American pro-Israel groups still 
refused to take its money, seeing it as essentially a 
pass-through for government funds.

That refusal made sense to several lawyers interviewed 
who help clients comply with FARA. “That entity would 
count as a foreign principal,” said Jones, using the 
language of the disclosure law.

None of the American organizations known to have 
taken money from Concert, or from the ministry 
directly, have filed FARA paperwork with the 
Department of Justice. At first glance, most are able to 
avoid this disclosure because the payments were 
designated for activities outside the United States —
but in some cases, the details raise questions.

There is also one unusual situation, in which a well-
known pro-Israel group, StandWithUs, was apparently 
granted Concert funds unknowingly — and now plans to 
reject the money rather than potentially be exposed to 
a FARA investigation.

That situation began in June 2019, when Robert Kraft, 
the owner of the New England Patriots, won the $1 
million Genesis Prize, which honors individuals for their 
“accomplishments and commitment to Jewish values.” 
Kraft, who at the time was fighting charges of soliciting 
prostitution, said that he would donate the money to 
organizations fighting antisemitism and BDS.

The Genesis Prize Foundation solicited applications 
and, in June 2020, announced 26 groups to receive part 
of the prize, including StandWithUs, which is based in 
California. The Seventh Eye, the Israeli journalism 
outlet, reported that Concert had added $1.6 million to 
Genesis’ $1 million to expand the pie.

Told of Concert’s involvement, Roz Rothstein, chief 
executive of StandWithUs, said earlier this month that 
the group might have to turn down its grant, which it
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had not yet received.

“We thought the funds were coming from Robert Kraft, 
so we will need to look into it,” Rothstein said in a 
statement. “We have not accepted any funds from the 
Israeli government so there is no reason for us to 
register” under FARA.

Delegations to Israel

One of the most prominent beneficiaries of Concert 
funds — and of the foreign-travel disclosure loophole —
was Christians United for Israel, the largest pro-Israel 
group in America, which was awarded nearly $1.3 
million in February 2019 for 10 week-long pilgrimages 
to the Holy Land, each containing 30 of what Concert 
documents call “influential Christian clerics from the 
U.S.” Concert’s board also approved hundreds of 
thousands in subsidies for trips run by smaller groups, 
such as the America-Israel Friendship League.

CUFI did not respond to a request for comment. AIFL 
executive director Wayne Firestone said that Concert 
had given them approximately $33,000 for one of its 
trips — around a third of the amount the Israeli 
company approved. Firestone also said that he didn’t 
know Concert was a subsidiary of the ministry, that no 
amount of the grant was spent inside the United States, 
and that his group didn’t believe it needed to register 
under FARA.

FARA experts said those groups needn’t have disclosed 
the grants if they were indeed solely for travel. But 
minutes of Concert’s board meetings suggest that 
some groups’ activities in Israel were closely tied to the 
politicking on American soil that is the heart of FARA.

For example, in discussing the Israel Allies Foundation 
in January 2019, Concert’s board noted with approval 
that the group “has many achievements in promoting 
pro-Israel policy and legislation,” specifically citing the 
anti-BDS state laws. The board then approved a grant 
of $118,000 for the foundation to hold a conference in 
Israel “with the organization’s top lobbyists to enable 
the concentration of efforts and the construction of a 
common strategy among all members.” Attendees 
would also meet with Israeli leaders, from whom they 
would be “expanding and deepening the relevant 
knowledge, creating and strengthening ties.”

FARA experts consulted by the Forward said that if 
such knowledge-expanding involved Israeli leaders 
telling IAF staff or American lawmakers what strategy 
Israel preferred, it could leave the group and perhaps 
the individuals liable for FARA registration. The fact 
that a request was made outside the United States 
would not matter if it was related to activities back 
home, they explained, especially since the Israeli 
government had helped pay for the trip.

In December 2019, the IAF indeed held a conference in 
Jerusalem, convening 24 lawmakers from 21 countries, 
including one American: state Rep. Alan Clemmons, the 
original sponsor of the IAF’s anti-BDS law in South 
Carolina.

The attendees met with several Israeli leaders, 
including Netanyahu; the opposition leader, Yair Lapid; 
and a member of Knesset named Orit Farkash-
Hacohen, who five months later became Minister of 
Strategic Affairs. They also met with Eugene 
Kontorovich, the Israeli lawyer who wrote the anti-BDS 
law that Clemmons and the IAF had helped get passed 
back in 2015.

Clemmons, who was first elected in 2002, is also on the 
board of the American Legislative Exchange Council, a 
group that creates and disseminates “model 
legislation” to a network of conservative politicians 
around the country. After the success of his anti-BDS 
campaign, Clemmons was focused on getting 
colleagues in other states to pass bills equating anti-
Zionism with antisemitism, as he had already done in 
his state.

In the two months after the IAF conference in 
Jerusalem, legislators introduced such bills in eight 
statehouses. In five of them, the bill’s primary sponsor 
is, like Clemmons, involved with ALEC.

Clemmons abruptly resigned in June, a month after 
winning his party primary, saying he wanted to spend 
more time with his family. In July, he was appointed to 
the board of the state’s Revenue & Fiscal Affairs Office. 
He did not respond to a request for comment.

Campus advocacy

Documents also show that Concert in May 2019 gave 
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$1 million to support Hasbara Fellowships, the program 
run by the Orthodox group Aish Hatorah that takes 
college students to Israel and trains them to advocate 
for the Jewish state on campus. Concert’s subsidy 
followed a similar grant, of $882,000 from the Strategic 
Affairs Ministry to Aish in 2016.

“The ministry is satisfied with the activities of the 
organization that creates the necessary infrastructure 
for pro-Israel activities on U.S. campuses and with the 
training of students for this activity,” Concert said in a 
May 2019 memo, making clear the connection between 
Hasbara’s Israel tours and their participants’ campus 
activism, as well as the ties back to the Israeli 
government.

Aish Hatorah and Hasbara Fellowships did not respond 
to requests for comment.

A review of Hasbara’s website does not show any 
indication that it is backed by the Israeli government 
(unlike, say, Birthright Israel, which is open about the 
subsidies it receives). Nor has Hasbara, or its parent 
group, Aish Hatorah, filed FARA disclosures.

If the trips were solely to educate students about Israeli 
history, culture, and even politics, Hasbara Fellowships 
would not need to register under FARA. But if those 
trips contained instructions for how participants should 
conduct pro-Israel campus activities, lawyers 
interviewed for this article said, they could be 
investigated as unregistered agents of a foreign 
principal.

Public records and politics

The reason so much about Concert’s activities are 
coming to light is that the Ministry of Strategic Affairs’ 
leadership changed once Israel finalized its new 
coalition government in May. Erdan of the right-wing 
Likud, who had run the ministry since 2015, was given 
the much higher-profile role of representative to the 
United Nations, with a promise to be the next 
ambassador to the United States. He was replaced by 
Farkash-Hacohen, of the centrist Blue and White 
alliance.

Erdan had argued that the ministry should be exempt 
from the country’s public-records laws, and spent years 

fighting activists and journalists seeking information on 
its activities. Soon after Farkash-Hacohen took office, 
she dropped the ministry’s objections, allowing years of 
Erdan-era documents to be released.

Among the things they show is that Concert never quite 
lived up to its promise.

Finding private donors proved difficult, in part because 
of FARA concerns, so Concert only ever got $5.2 million 
in matching grants from the ministry, about 15% of the 
originally allocated $37.5 million.

Concert’s performance was “unsatisfactory,” Manelis, 
the ministry’s new director-general, told the Knesset 
oversight hearing this summer. Concert’s activities are 
thus expected to be revamped, Haaretz reported.

Still, the combined public and private funds gave 
Concert a total of around $10.5 million - at least $6 
million of which was given to American groups. 
Whatever the group’s future, the ministry maintains the 
portfolio of fighting BDS and the delegitimization of 
Israel around the world.

“The ministry will continue to work with the pro-Israel 
network in tackling some of the biggest issues facing 
the Jewish People and the Jewish State through legal 
means and partnerships wherever possible,” it said in a 
statement.

But if more funding of American groups is brought to 
light – whether via Concert or the ministry itself –
questions will likely continue about their legality under 
American law.

“The U.S. and Israel are two different countries,” said 
Jones, the FARA attorney, adding that the fact that 
they’re allies is “not supposed to” change the 
enforcement of the law.

-

Molly Boigon contributed reporting.

Aiden Pink is the deputy news editor of the Forward. 
Contact him at pink@forward.com or follow him on 
Twitter @aidenpink
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An American nursing home worker might have 
inadvertently exposed a resident to the virus, and that 
person has died.

Now the worker — an Orthodox Jew — has questions, for 
the sake of his soul. Someone has written on his behalf 
to a rabbi in Jerusalem:

“The man is broken and shattered,” the letter reads. 
“What will atone for evil, how is it possible for him to 
find forgiveness and atonement?”

This question has arrived at the desk of Rabbi Asher 
Weiss, who is a posek — a rabbi’s rabbi, a scholar to 
whom communities and their leaders from around the 
world turn to for guidance on Jewish law, or halacha. 
Because of the coronavirus pandemic, he’s been in 
isolation in his Jerusalem apartment. Also because of 
the coronavirus pandemic, he’s busier than ever.

Now, his answers — called “responsa” — relating to the 
virus have been collected alongside other prominent 
Orthodox rabbis’ in a 600-page volume on Jewish laws 
in handling the coronavirus. Entitled “Heviani Hadarav” 
(Hebrew for “Bring me into his chamber,” a verse from 
the Song of Songs) it was released in June by Israeli 
Tzof publishers, in Hebrew, and is available in religious 
bookstores.

The responsa reflects the tenor of the times — the 
questions are rife with panic and uncertainty, combined 
with a devotion to Jewish law — with the posek
emerging not as only legal scholars, but as religious 
emergency responders.

There is no entity that appoints these a rabbi as a 
posek. It is, in a sense, a meritocracy: a title that is 
granted organically, over time, by Jews all over the 
world. “The trust these rabbis earn is the substance of 
halachic authority,” said Rabbi Elli Fischer, a student of 
Weiss’ who is pursuing a doctorate in the history of 
halacha.

The anthology of responsa collects the work of scholars 
in Jerusalem and Bnei Brak, including both Lithuanian 
yeshivish and Hasidic rabbis. Rabbi Herschel Schachter 
is the only American included.

Both Weiss and Schachter declined interviews.

The rabbinic answers are often unpredictable —
sometimes they choose to be lenient, sometimes 
stringent. They continue a millennia-old tradition of 
responsa-writing that sustained far-flung Jewish 
communities who had questions about everything 
imaginable, not just plague — from Maimonides’ letters 
to the Jewish community in Yemen, written in 1173, to 
rabbis answering questions in ghettos under Nazi 
occupation.

Indeed, the posek’s work has a therapeutic function 
that becomes even more important in a time of plague. 
Halacha is the code of law that helps observant Jews 
find footing during a fraught chapter in life.

“Halacha is not only a legal system that determines 
what is allowed and what isn’t,” said Tamara Morsel-
Eisenberg, a historian and fellow at the Harvard Society 
of Fellows. “Halacha is an entire culture. A culture 
furnishes the mind with concepts, images, stories, and 
ideas through which we can mediate the world, break 
down the things we encounter and make sense of 
them.”

‘If there is a plague in the city, gather your feet’

Since February, as the Covid-19 virus circled the world, 
arriving in Israel and in New York, passing through the 
synagogue pews of Jerusalem and New Rochelle and 
Borough Park — the phones of those who serve as 
posek all around the world began to ring. And ring. And 
ring.

May one say kaddish and kedushah prayers, which 
require a gathering of 10 men, over Zoom? (No, there

This new 600-page book contains Jewish laws of 
coronavirus, from hand-washing to drug trials
By Avital Chizhik-Goldschmidt
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is no technological substitute for in-person prayer 
services.) On the fast day of the Ninth of Av, when 
extensive hand-washing is generally forbidden — may 
one wash hands, for hygienic reasons? (Yes.) May a 
woman immerse herself in the mikveh during the day —
a ritual generally, and strictly, adhered to at night? (Yes, 
in order to avoid proximity to other immersions.)

Some of the questions were more about ethics than 
logistics. A rabbi and medical ethics professor in Israel 
writes: If an ill person has a low chance of survival, may 
one remove him from the ventilator in order to assist 
someone who is more likely to survive? (No, we are 
forbidden from creating a hierarchy privileging one life 
over another.) A rabbi in Los Angeles asks whether 
doctors may put a critically ill person through a trial 
treatment, if there is a chance it will worsen their 
condition? (Yes.)

“The Sages already directed us in the Talmud,” said 
Weiss in one of his lecture videos that passed around 
Orthodox WhatsApp groups. “‘If there is a plague in the 
city, gather your feet.’” That is to say, keep one’s feet 
inside one’s house; limit one’s outside interactions. The 
Talmud goes on to cite Isaiah, “Come, my people, enter 
into your chambers, and shut your doors behind you; 
hide yourself for a little moment, until the anger has 
passed by.”

In the early days of the virus, some Orthodox rabbis 
were insisting on keeping yeshivas and synagogues 
open. But not Weiss. He called for extreme caution from 
the beginning, and, indeed, throughout the pandemic. 
He still does.

On March 19, he released a video answering a question 
he had received from a Jewish community in France, 
where authorities had already forbidden official 
gatherings in houses of worship. The French rabbi 
asked Weiss if they could organize private services in 
homes. “I said, God forbid, this is a great danger, one 
must not try to outsmart [the authorities].”

In May, as Israel began officially reopening synagogues, 
Weiss was asked for his comment. In a scathing video, 
he said, “I think the Ministry of Health is too lenient, and 
we need to be more strict.” In June, he told his students, 
“If I see someone not wearing a mask, I scold him in 
public.”

“Halacha can be very attuned to social circumstances,” 
said Chaim Saiman, a law professor at Villanova 
University and author of “Halacha: The Rabbinic Idea of 
Law.” “The real question is often, not to be stringent or 
lenient, but rather, what will facilitate the long-term 
health and growth of the religious community, and 
what will damage it?”

The rabbis concluded, for example, that using Zoom for 
prayer services would “rupture the structure” of the 
community when the pandemic is over, so they forbid 
that, ruling that individuals should pray privately at 
home for as long as necessary.

‘In the time of a plague, emotional distress is 
dangerous.’

While Weiss is writing in his study, across the Atlantic in 
Washington Heights, Rabbi Herschel Schachter spent 
hours every morning on the phone, handling questions, 
during the peak of the pandemic. Washington Heights, 
in northern Manhattan, is home to Yeshiva University, 
where Schachter is its foremost religious leader. His 
hundreds of coronavirus-related responsa now appear 
on a Yeshiva University website, YUTorah.

Mental health appears in much of Schachter’s work on 
this period. While many Orthodox Jews traditionally do 
not listen to music during the mourning period of the 
Omer, Schachter ruled that this custom could be put 
aside this year, as music may ease domestic tension or 
pressure during quarantine. A family of someone who 
suffers from depression or mental illness, he said, may 
and even must leave the telephone or internet open for 
her.

Much of the posek’s work has involved looking at 
halachic texts from previous plagues. Rabbinic texts 
are rich with correspondences over how best to handle 
a disease outbreak — whether the 16th-century Rabbi 
Moshe Isserles’ discussion of whether one is permitted 
to flee a city during a plague, or Rabbi Moses Schreiber 
writing during the 19th century cholera epidemic, that 
“in the time of a plague, emotional distress is 
dangerous.”

“Halacha can help us process trauma,” said Morsel-
Eisenberg. “Not in the sense that it always resolves the 
issues. But if the meaning of trauma is facing 
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something that we have no tools to deal with, halacha 
offers the vocabulary that lets us take whatever we’re 
faced with and begin to grasp it. Like any great work 
of culture, halacha can leave us feeling comforted or 
sometimes unsettled. But it also leaves us feeling 
understood, or like we understood something.”

-

Avital Chizhik-Goldschmidt is the Life section editor at 
the Forward. Find her on Twitter and Instagram

Looking for a pandemic-proof way to celebrate the 
New Year?

Consider the seder — It’s not just for Passover.

Of course, many Askhenazi Jews associate seders 
primarily with the exodus from Egypt. But Rosh 
Hashanah has its own long tradition of ritual meals. 
First mentioned in the Talmud, the Rosh Hashanah 
seder evolved over centuries in cities that were home 
to Sephardic and Mizrahi communities — like Kolkata, 
India.

That’s where author and travel guide Rahel Musleah
grew up, steeped in this ritual. For Musleah, who was 
born into a Kolkatan Jewish family that traces its roots 
to 17th-century Baghdad, the Rosh Hashanah seder is 
one of the central celebrations of the Jewish new year 
— and one she still observes it with her children, years 
later.

“I get goosebumps,” she said, describing the blessings 
with which her family opens the meal. “It’s a specific 
moment when our curses are turned into blessings.”

Today, the seder is popular in places where Sephardic 
and Mizrahi communities have a strong presence, like 
Israel and Los Angeles. And in this year of plague, it’s 
coming to the fore throughout the Jewish world. The 
coronavirus pandemic has made home-based High 
Holiday practices more important than ever, and 
many Jews unfamiliar with the seder will be attending 
one — or even organizing their own — for the first time. 
Some synagogues are hosting webinars to familiarize 
congregants with seder basics. Haggadot.com, a

Consider the seder: a 
pandemic-proof, 
traditional way 
to celebrate 
Rosh Hashanah
By Irene Connelly
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website that specializes in DIY Passover resources, 
developed a Rosh Hashanah haggadah as a key part of 
its pandemic-era High Holiday programming. And on 
Facebook groups for Jewish clergy, rabbis have been 
swapping hosting tips.

Rabbi Simon Stratford of Temple Sholom in Blue Ash, 
Ohio is one of them. He’s planning to introduce his flock 
to the Rosh Hashanah seder as part of a slate of virtual 
High Holiday programming. “I think it offers us a really 
unique opportunity to present symbols of the holiday 
and for people to uncover new meaning from the foods 
that we’ll eat,” he said.

Want to brush up on your seder basics before attending 
one at your own synagogue? Looking for a way to add 
meaning and structure to Rosh Hashanah celebrations 
at home? However you’re planning to celebrate the 
holiday, here’s your how-to.

How did the seder start?

In the Talmud, a rabbi named Abaye advises his 
followers to celebrate the Jewish new year by eating 
seasonal foods that symbolize prosperity. Among the 
foods he named are pumpkins, rubia (a vegetable 
similar to green beans), leeks, beets and dates. Later 
commentators added to Abaye’s guidance, stipulating 
that the consumption of these foods should be 
accompanied by wishes and blessings for the new year.

Over the centuries, that tradition evolved and 
expanded. In addition to the five foods named by 
Abaye, Rosh Hashanah seder tables might contain 
apples, carrots, fish, or the head of a sheep. 
Communities in different parts of the Jewish diaspora 
added and removed foods based on what was available 
or meaningful to them: For example, Musleah said, her 
Baghdadi ancestors dispensed with the fish because its 
name sounded too much like the inauspicious Hebrew 
word for “worry.”

So what happens during the seder?

The core of the seder is a series of blessings, known as 
simanim, that describe the significance of the various 
seder foods. Simanim may draw on a food’s physical 
properties, or they may take their symbolism from a 
food’s Hebrew name. For example, the pomegranate’s 

many seeds represent good deeds, while dates 
represent the end of hatred because their Hebrew 
name, tamar, is related to the Hebrew word for “end.” 
Ultimately, each blessing articulates a wish for the year 
ahead.

Seder tables vary greatly, but these are the most 
common foods and the wishes they represent.

• Dates represent the end of hatred and the triumph of 
friendship and community.

• Pomegranates represent good deeds.

• Green beans represent prosperity, for ourselves and 
others.

• Apples represent sweetness in the year ahead.

• Beets represent the defeat of our enemies. (A more 
modern interpretation: They represent freedom from 
the forces that constrain us.)

• Leeks, chives, and scallions represent the hope that 
our enemies will be “cut off.” (Again, modern seders 
often rephrase this as a wish for friendship.)

• Pumpkins are a reminder to count our blessings.

• Carrots represent positive judgments from God.

• Fish represents abundance and fertility.

• The head of sheep (or fish) represents our wish to be 
leaders, rather than followers, in the year ahead.

Umm, I’m not so psyched about the sheep’s head. 
And I can’t find all these foods. What do I do?

When it comes to the “head,” easily the least palatable 
item on the table, there are plenty of alternatives. 
Musleah, a vegetarian, uses a head of lettuce. You can 
also embrace your kitschy side and serve fish-shaped 
crackers or candy.

This is where the seder’s adaptability comes in handy. 
Whether you’re limiting supermarket visits or you just 
truly loathe beets, swap out problem items with foods 
that have a similar symbolic meaning for you.

You can also take an arts-and-crafts approach to the 
seder table. Take a cue from lifestyle blogger 
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Rebekah Lowin, whose pandemic-era seder plate 
replaced hard-to-find items with paper cutouts. If you 
have kids, the DIY route may even be more fun.

Are we supposed to eat all the foods on the table?

Also up to you. You can treat the foods as symbols 
only: Many, like the pomegranate, make for beautiful 
table decor and some, like the pumpkin, can be difficult 
to prepare. But some people plan Rosh Hashanah 
meals around the symbolic foods, using recipes that 
incorporate some or all of them. If you’re looking for 
meal-planning inspiration, check out My Jewish 
Learning’s recipe list.

Are there haggadahs to guide me through the Rosh 
Hashanah seder?

We’re so glad you asked that: Yes, there are. As with 
Passover, haggadahs vary in content and length. Some 
contain just the core simanim; others include additional 
prayers; still more come with explanations, stories, and 
activities for children. Here’s a few options to get you 
started on your search:

• Stephen Wise Temple Haggadah: This quick and easy 
haggadah includes simple simanim as well as some 
familiar prayers, like a Kiddush and Shehechiyanu.

• Kol HaOt Haggadah: Kol HaOt, a Jewish arts 
organization based in Jerusalem, produced a haggadah
that provides an overview of the seder as well as 
detailed explanations of each siman. Available in 
English, Spanish, Russian, or Hebrew, the haggadah
also comes with some creative activities, like a 
downloadable placemat and instructions to make 
origami pomegranates. This is a great option for those 
new to the Rosh Hashanah seder who want a crash 
course in its history and significance.

• “Apples and Pomegranates: A Rosh Hashanah Seder:” 
Written by Musleah herself, this haggadah is geared 
towards families and young children, and it includes fun 
stories and songs in addition to the seder’s core 
blessings. This year, Musleah is running a webinar on 
the seder; learn more and register here.

• Four Toasts Rosh Hashanah Seder: Haggadot.com
released an accessible haggadah for those celebrating 

Rosh Hashanah at home. The haggadah includes 
explanations of the wordplay behind the simanim and 
some reflective exercises. If you want your seder to 
spark a discussion, this is the haggadah for you.

-

Irene Katz Connelly is an editorial fellow at the Forward. 
You can contact her at connelly@forward.com. Follow 
her on Twitter at @katz_conn.
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QAnon is one of the strangest developments on the 
current political scene. Originating in 2017 on the often 
racist imageboard website 4chan, its members believe 
that the world is really being run by a secret cabal of 
devil-worshiping pedophiles, who include billionaires 
like Bill Gates, celebrities like Oprah Winfrey, and high-
profile Democratic politicians like Hilary Clinton, who 
traffic children, and rape, torture and murder them, to 
satisfy their depraved appetites. These monsters drain 
children of their blood and drink it during Satanic rituals 
— and President Trump is their arch-nemesis.

There is a strong current of anti-Semitism in the QAnon
worldview, ranging from dog-whistle rants about 
George Soros to explicit and overt claims, like when 
“angel mom” Mary Ann Mendoza endorsed a Twitter 
thread about a Jewish plot to take over the United 
States.

The anti-Semitic components are not incidental. QAnon
may have started in 2017, but its ideology resonates 
with much older anti-Semitic conspiracy theories, the 
modern American face of an age-old and very 
dangerous ideology.

The story begins at the tail end of the twelfth century, 
when Jewish communities in the Rhineland were 
slaughtered by marauding crusaders. Their position 
worsened during the 13th century, and then took a 
catastrophic turn during the 14th century when the 
Bubonic plague pandemic raged across Europe.

Jews were accused of spreading the Black Death in a 
plot to overthrow Christian civilization. Violent 
persecutions followed in the plague’s wake, especially 
in Germany, where thousands of this already marginal 
group were burned to death and whole communities 
snuffed out of existence.

During these centuries, Jews were increasingly 
demonized and thought to be literally in league with 
Satan. As historian Norman Cohn writes, “however 
helpless individual Jews might seem, Jewry possessed 
limitless powers for evil. And already then, there was 
talk of a secret Jewish government — a council of rabbis 
located in Moslem Spain, which was supposed to be 

directing an underground war against Christendom.”

Jews, it was said, ritually sacrificed and cannibalized 
Christian children, draining them of their blood which 
they then mixed with matzoh dough for the Passover 
meal.

By the 19th century, these narrative strands had been 
woven together into the theory that a secret cabal of 
Jews — the “Elders of Zion” — controlled the fate of 
nations. This theory found its most toxic expression in a 
notorious book, the “Protocols of the Elders of Zion,” 
first published in 1903. The Protocols purported to be 
the record of a meeting of the Jewish “deep state,” at 
which they discussed their plans for world domination.

A few decades later, Nazi ideology breathed new life 
into these tropes. The demonic Jew was reborn as the 
Untermensch, the subhuman adversary of German 
civilization. Jews were represented as inherently 
depraved, and their depravity included a penchant for 
pedophilia. An illustration from the Nazi children’s book 
“The Poison Mushroom” shows a grotesque and 
menacing Jewish man offering candy to two blond 
youngsters, Hans and Elsa; the book explains that the 
Jewish character has been offering Elsa sweets, inviting 
her to come along with him, and not to tell her parents, 
and concludes with a ditty describing Jews as Satanic 
child abusers: “A devil goes through the land/ The Jew 
he is, known to us all /As murderer of the peoples and 
polluter of the races/The terror of children in every 
country!”

Jewish ritual murder, too, played a large role in Nazi 
propaganda. Julius Streicher, the editor of the influential 
gutter-press newspaper Der Stürmer, devoted a special 
issue to it in 1934. Hitler had it suppressed after an 
international outcry, but Streicher insisted that the 
outcry proved that international Jewry would stop at 
nothing to conceal their murderous and cannibalistic 
practices from the gentile world.

Hitler described Jews metaphorically as blood-sucking 
creatures, and often spoke of them draining blood from 
the German Volk. Others followed suite. For instance, 
political theorist Carl Schmitt drew on images of ritual

The anti-Semitic backstory of QAnon
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murder and cannibalism when he wrote in 1938 that 
“the Jews stand by and watch how the people of the 
world kill one another. This mutual ‘ritual slaughter 
and massacre’ is for them lawful and ‘kosher,’ and 
they therefore eat the flesh of the slaughtered 
peoples and are sustained by it.”

You can hear the echoes of QAnon in all of this. 
QAnon may seem to be merely a bizarre, even 
laughable, delusion. But history shows us that there 
are circumstances in which groups with such beliefs 
can move from the margins of political culture to its 
center, where they have devastating consequences.

Consider the Nazis, who began as one of many right-
wing fringe groups, with bizarre, quasi-delusional 
beliefs. But a sequence of catastrophes gave them 
real political traction: defeat and humiliation on the 
world stage, a devastating pandemic, and violent 
political clashes on the streets of Germany’s cities. 
Escalating liberalism and secularization created 
anxiety among many ordinary Germans, and the post-
war financial crisis, followed by the Great Depression, 
exacerbated their sense of helplessness. They saw 
their world slipping away, and they longed to have a 
glorious past —however mythical — back again.

Do these conditions have any significant echo in 
Trump’s America? I think that they do.

Consider the disturbing fact that President Trump 
refused to distance himself from the QAnon zealots, 
that he retweets their messages, and that he has 
recently said that mysterious “people in the dark 
shadows” are controlling his rival Joe Biden. And a 
QAnon believer won a Georgia primary, all but 
ensuring her a seat in Congress.

QAnon is not a joke. QAnon is dangerous.

You might respond that that although it certainly 
contains some anti-Semitic elements, it is not an anti-
Semitic movement per se. But that would miss the 
point. It’s close enough.

-

David Livingstone Smith is the author of “On 
Inhumanity: Dehumanization and How to Resist It.”

The views and opinions expressed in this article are 
the author’s own and do not necessarily reflect 
those of the Forward.

Radical amazement. Are we amazed by our very lives 
and the things we can’t explain? And when we’re 
startled by blessing, are we then tasked to return it in 
some way?

“Radical amazement” is the famous phrase written by 
the late philosopher Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel, 
and there are troves of essays devoted to what 
Heschel meant. But you don’t need to have read any 
of them to recognize the concept. It’s that simple, 
visceral response of being amazed, jolted, sometimes 
even speechless, at what we get to see, taste, hear, 
and feel every day, even in moments of anguish.

You may or may not connect something divine to the 
miracle of all of it. But “radical amazement” might just 
be the best way to encapsulate what we miss without 
God in our lives at all.

When I asked Rabbi Kenneth Chasen to be part of this 
series exploring the divine in the midst of a pandemic, 
he chose the Heschel text to address the question of 
what we lose without God.

Chasen, who helms a large Reform pulpit in Los 
Angeles, Leo Baeck Temple, is known nationally for 
his contributions to Jewish music and his focus on 
social justice. He strikes me as someone who is keenly 
aware both of radical, powerful, miraculous gifts and 
how those gifts obligate us. This is the Heschel 
excerpt:

Even before we conceptualize what we perceive, we 
are amazed beyond words, beyond doubts. We may 
doubt anything, except that we are struck with 
amazement. When in doubt, we raise questions; when 
in wonder, we do not even know how to ask a 
question. Doubts may be resolved, radical amazement 
can never be erased. There is no answer in the world

What do we miss 
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to man’s radical wonder. Under the running sea of our 
theories and scientific explanations lies the aboriginal 
abyss of radical amazement.

Maybe, Chasen told me, God is found in the moments 
that floor us, exquisite or excruciating, the places 
where our usual tools fail. This pandemic is one stark 
example.

Our conversation is below, edited for clarity and length.

‘We have no armor for it’

Rabbi Kenneth Chasen: What is really causing 
everybody to quake right now is we’re in an 
unknowable terrain that is not of our making. We don’t 
know why this crisis showed up now. We have no armor 
for it. Just the fear that a pedestrian interchange could 
end up causing someone who I don’t even know, to die? 
There are huge questions.

Abigail Pogrebin: But people do have scientific 
answers as to how the virus started.

KC: We can understand the science of how the virus 
spreads. But as to why we’re here and why this is 
happening, those are huge questions that are the 
terrain of faith. That’s why I’ve never seen faith and 
science as being in any way in competition with one 
another. They’re asking different questions.

AP: What do you mean by that?

KC: I think the mistake that we make is that the more 
mighty human beings have become and the more 
understanding we’ve harnessed about the world, the 
less impressed we are by God and God’s power.

AP: I’m pretty impressed with God’s power right now. 
Are you saying that part of radical amazement is not 
just the realization that there are moments science 
can’t explain but that we are not the ones able to affect 
events?

KC: God is the nomenclature that I use for that territory 
that is not mine to control. One of the reasons that a lot 
of people are turning back to their faith communities 
right now, in a way they hadn’t before, is because there 
are going to be no answers. And we humans do not do 
well with not controlling.

AP: So God is found in a kind of surrender to a greater 
pilot?

KC: If you think about it, religion is really the terrain for 
sitting with what we can’t control, and hopefully feeling 
that there’s blessing in it.

AP: Have you seen examples of that in your pastoral 
work — when someone has found blessing in 
acknowledging a certain powerlessness?

KC: Just two days ago I spoke to a member of my 
congregation who has finally decided to stop her 
chemotherapy. She’s in her mid-60s and she’s going to 
die soon. She’s a deeply faithful woman and she said, 
“You know, through all of this, I’ve never blamed God. I 
never felt like God is doing this to me or someone 
selected me for this.”

I was so refreshed by her perspective, because she was 
basically saying: No, I don’t blame God or try to add up 
why I’m dying. I lived a life of peaceful coexistence with 
God through a life of humility and gratitude, allowing 
that there are “why” questions that I can’t answer. And 
because I lived that life, it comes in pretty handy when I 
need it most.

If you spend your whole life trying to wrest the reins 
away from God and control it all, it’s really hard to hand 
over the reins in a moment of life-shaking crisis.

‘Ask yourself: What is God?’

AP: Your congregant sounds remarkable, but I have to 
be honest and say I’m not sure I could be that sanguine. 
I fear, for instance, that I would feel somehow 
abandoned by God if one of my children got very sick. 
Would you say that’s the work we have to do — to make 
peace with whatever happens to us and not abandon 
God because of it?

KC: One thing I’ve observed is that it’s a whole lot 
better to go through the ultimate I-don’t-have-the-
power experience having already developed those 
muscles over years of being engaged with the 
push/pull with God.

AP: And that push/pull with God is what?

KC: Ask yourself, what is God? Is it a receptacle to 
which I pray and it answers me? Or is it something that
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contextualizes my place in the world and teaches me to 
live with the chaos?

AP: I can hear some atheists saying the chaos is 
exactly why they don’t believe there’s a God.

KC: I love the passage in our machzor (holiday prayer 
book) that says there’s no such thing as atheists. We 
always make something or someone into our God. 
Maybe it’s your money, maybe it’s your power, maybe 
it’s your station in life. Maybe it’s your work. Whatever 
it is, ask yourself: is your God going to be a source of 
comfort for you when you are staring into the abyss?

AP: Many are staring into the abyss right now — some 
because they’re sick, some because they’ve lost 
someone sick, some because they’ve lost their 
livelihoods.

KC: The question is: how do I live in peaceful 
coexistence with a world where there’s that level of 
uncertainty about it all. If I can make peace with that, 
including the moments that are transcendent, I might 
be able to live in peace with the part that is painful and 
that I cannot know. God is that container — for all of 
that knowledge that is beyond our grasp, and enables 
us to be humbled in a world where we have been told 
by our tradition that we’re God’s partners.

AP: That’s where I’m also stuck: the Rabbis tell us we’re 
God’s agents in the world — to complete creation and 
heal what’s broken. But so many of us feel helpless 
now.

KC: We find out in moments like pandemics that we’re 
only so much God’s partners. We’re only so much 
Godlike. I think that on some level the exercise of 
religious practice and of faith is, we want to have all the 
answers, especially when life gets really messy and 
sad.

‘We have an obligation not to squander’

AP: And you’re suggesting that not having all the 
answers is that “radical amazement” — which shifts our 
focus from what we’ve lost to what we have. In other 
words, “Look at all the gifts we’ve been given — life, 
breath, family, friendships, the simple gift of another 
day.” We didn’t earn any of it so we should marvel at it 
and support those who have less.

KC: Right. Living with faith is saying, “I can’t even begin 
to fathom how it is I received the gifts that are not of 
my making, but are mine.” And we have an obligation 

not to squander them.

AP: The first prayer of the day drives that home: 
“Modeh Ani” — “Thank you, God, for this day.” It’s simple 
language has become acute for me during this crazy 
chapter. Getting another day is not a given.

KC: That’s a very religious way of looking at waking up. 
Science will explain exactly why you woke up. It doesn’t 
explain why it didn’t all end last night. And the person 
who is filled with the kind of wonder that Heschel’s 
describing in that text wakes up in the morning without 
any difficulty being able to say the Modeh Ani. I wake 
up in the morning and I have another chance.

AP: So maybe what we miss without God is the 
minutiae of blessing.

KC: Think about the formula for every bracha, even if 
you’re asking God for something: “Baruch Atah Adonai 
Eloheinu Melech Ha’olam— Blessed Are You….” it’s all a 
formulation of gratitude to acknowledge that I don’t 
know why I have any of this, why I’m even alive; why I 
was given a body with which to see and speak…

AP: Let’s end with that poignant story you sent me —
told by Heschel’s student, Rabbi Samuel Dresner, after 
Heschel suffered a near-fatal heart attack.

KC: When Dresner went to Heschel’s bedside, what did 
Heschel say was his first thought when he came to 
consciousness? ‘Take me, Oh Lord. I have seen so many 
miracles in my lifetime.’ That was his response.

It’s really hard to live like that, but it’s something to 
aspire to. And I think when someone decides to fold the 
tent and say, “Oh, science tells me that there is no God, 
it’s poppycock,” well, maybe there’s no God in the way 
you’re thinking of God. But what do we do with that 
whole category of the biggest stuff that’s going to me 
either to be troubled or to experience transcendence, 
mystery, beauty, and awe?

-

Abigail Pogrebin, a freelance journalist, author, and 
public speaker, is a Forward contributing writer. Follow 
her on Twitter, @apogrebin. Rabbi Kenneth Chasen is 
Senior Rabbi of Leo Baeck Temple in L.A.
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As America shudders under the weight of nationwide 
protests against injustice and a race for a vaccine 
harkens back to the days of Jonas Salk, President 
Trump has reminded us of the original Jewish penicillin: 
soup.

In now viral remarks that Trump made to the National 
Association of Police Organizations Leadership, the 
president was heard to say that protesters are 
weaponizing cans of Campbells.

“You have people coming over with bags of soup — big 
bags of soup,” Trump said. “And they lay it on the 
ground, and the anarchists take it and they start 
throwing it at our cops, at our police. And if it hits you, 
that’s worse than a brick because that’s got force. It’s 
the perfect size. It’s, like, made perfect.”

This appears to be a completely baseless assertion 
made against a primarily peaceful movement. But 
history shows that soup does have its place in the 
Jewish people’s struggle with faith and against injustice.

Trump brought the first such instance to mind with his 
claim that protesters hucking Progresso projectiles told 
the media, “This is just soup for my family.” Family? 
Soup? Conflict? We’re getting biblical.

Who could forget that day when Esau, famished from 
working the fields, returned home to beg his twin Jacob 
for a bowl of his toothsome-looking “red pottage.” 
Jacob, crafty little swindler that he was, was like 
“hmmm, I don’t know. This pottage looks pretty tasty. 
I’d have to get something really good for it. How about 
that birthright?” Esau totally went for it.

It was a prophetic stew. Years later, Esau is about ready 
to murder Jacob for nabbing both their father’s blessing 
and his birthright. Instead of replaying Cain and Abel, 
Jacob runs away, works as a servant, gets hitched, 
wrestles with an angel, gets the spiffy new name of 

Israel and becomes the father of the 12 tribes. The 
inciting incident for the OG “brother against brother” 
civil war was some soup.

Broth courses through our veins and is clearly 
foundational to our people. But while the pottage 
certainly played a part in history, its potential martial 
applications weren’t examined until centuries later.

In Judges, Gideon isn’t so sure that the guy who 
appeared to him is actually an angel and so demands 
proof. To settle the matter, the angel has him place a 
snack of some meat and matzo on a rock for him and 
tells him to pour soup over it. Flambé! The angel 
touches the comestibles and a flame leaps from the 
rock, consuming them. Under a divine touch, it would 
seem, soup has combustible properties. This is the first 
recorded example of a matzo ball cocktail.

Soup continued to be a staple for the Jewish people 
through the years. Cans, however, were in short supply 
through much of that time as canning technology only 
really got going in the 19th century (and, of course, our 
Bubbes still deride any soup not made from scratch.) 
But the meal saw us through bleak periods in history, 
and even served as the pretense for a singular act of 
Jewish resistance.

In the Warsaw Ghetto, writer Rokhl Oyerbakh’s soup 
kitchen not only nourished the quarter’s Jews, but 
served as a hub for social services and cultural events. 
It was a meeting place for Oyneg Shabes, a group that 
sought to preserve Jewish culture and chronicle ghetto 
life. Finally, it was a pivotal planning spot for the 
eventual 1943 Uprising. In the kitchen, members of the 
Jewish resistance plotted how to secure weapons and 
disrupt deportations.

While each of these instances fall short of Trump’s 
blustery monologue about so-called anarchists beaning 
riot-geared police with cream of mushroom, the 
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spurious claim still has some resonance for the Jewish 
soul.

Who among us has not been party to an embarrassing 
uncle at a deli who remarks, upon seeing the cannon-
ball-like diameter of a matzo ball, “You could knock a 
grown man out with this”?

-

PJ Grisar is the Forward’s culture reporter. He can be 
reached at Grisar@Forward.com.

The American Jewish animator and producer Joe Ruby, 
who co-created the TV series character Scooby-Doo, 
died on August 26 at age 87. His family announced in 
The Los Angeles Times the following day that Ruby’s 
“Jewish faith played an increasingly important role in 
his life, and Joe was bar mitzvahed at the age of 
thirty-nine.”

There is nothing belated about Scooby-Doo, an 
anthropomorphic Great Dane who enjoys fressing
sandwiches. According to animation historians, the 
show premiered in September 1969 as a non-violent 
alternative at a time of assassinations, war, and other 
American tragedies.

Fans have an inexhaustible appetite for the series, 
and a new direct-to-video film, “Happy Halloween, 
Scooby-Doo!” will be released on October 6. In the 
intervening decades, it thrived despite fairly simple, if 
comforting, plots about apparently spooky goings-on 
explained by young sleuths as being caused by adult 
nogoodniks in disguise.

These repetitive story lines, with villains grumbling 
about pesky meddling kids, appealed to viewers of all 
ages, with many Jews among them. The 
anthropologist Eric Silverman’s “Cultural History of 
Jewish Dress” (2013) points out that a “young boy’s 
tallit katan is now as likely to display” Scooby-Doo as 
the “Hebrew alphabet and Torah scrolls.”

Adult mavens were also drawn to the stories. The US 
astronomer Carl Sagan, of Ukrainian Jewish origin, 
praised Scooby-Doo in his “Demon-Haunted World: 
Science as our Candle in the Darkness.” (1995)

According to Sagan, Scooby encourages youngsters 
to find reasonable explanations for strange goings-
on, rather than looking to the supernatural. Sagan

How Scooby-Doo 
became TV’s most 
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specified that unlike “The X Files,” drenched in 
paranormal hogwash, “much closer to reality, as well as 
a much greater public service, would be an adult series 
(‘Scooby-Doo’ does it for children) in which paranormal 
claims are systematically investigated and every case 
is found to be explicable in prosaic terms.”

As part of its civic contribution, and doubtless due to 
Joe Ruby’s proud ethnic identity, repeated references to 
Yiddishkeit appear in the Scooby-Doo TV series and 
comic books.

In 2003, “The Pakn Treger” (itinerant book peddler) a 
publication of the Yiddish Book Center, noted that the 
Golem had appeared in “Scooby-Doo.”

Indeed, in Scooby-Doo issue #3, published by DC 
Comics in August 1997, a yellow-eyed Golem with 
Hebrew letters inscribed on its forehead reading Emet
(truth) was used by Levi Levy, a robot builder, to attack 
a rabbi. Levy’s aim was to prove that the Golem was 
doing the bidding of Naamah the demon queen, his 
villainous alter ego, by disrupting a synagogue 
wedding.

The children establish that Levy wanted the synagogue 
to be replaced by a robot factory. The ultimate triumph 
of the rabbi and his flock must have been akin to that 
felt by Joe Ruby’s congregation when he was finally bar 
mitzvahed.

The show regularly cites Jewish lore in identifying 
mystical characters. “Night on Haunted Mountain,” an 
episode from 2012, has the gang discover a flying 
phantom called Dark Lilith after a female demon figure 
in Jewish mythology.

Other Jewish associations in the series are less fraught. 
Velma Dinkley, one of the kids in the crime-solving 
group, enjoys listening to Klezmer music and habitually 
exclaims “Oy” and “Oy gevalt.”

This past July, some of Scooby-Doo’s creative staff 
further revealed to “Buzzfeed” that she was intended to 
be a lesbian.

Generally, Jewish identity is accepted in a natural way, 
as in Scooby-Doo issue #45, published in February 
2001. The rich and fashionable former cheerleader 

Daphne Blake explains that her mother is Jewish, and 
her uncle is named Saul Slotnik. In the same comic strip 
narrative, a jeweler named Hesh Moskowitz is featured.

Jewish girls named Chana and Miriam are among the 
dramatis personae in Scooby-Doo, Where Are You? 
issue #28 published in December 2012, about a ghost 
terrorizing a Chanukah celebration.

Small wonder that Scooby-Doo has attracted the 
attention of Jewish comedy writers, some of whom 
express peculiarly dark humor about the characters. 
The American animated stop motion comedy series 
“Robot Chicken” is produced by Seth Green and 
Matthew Senreich and co-written by Douglas Goldstein. 
“Robot Chicken” broadcast an episode with a skit 
inappositely combining Scooby’s All-Star Laff-A-
Lympics, a spoof of the Olympics and the ABC 
primetime series Battle of the Network Stars, with the 
Steven Spielberg film “Munich” (2005).

Of course, Spielberg’s “Munich” is no joking matter, 
about the Israeli government’s retaliation against the 
PLO after the Munich massacre during the 1972 
Summer Olympics.

The deliberate tastelessness of “Robot Chicken” 
accusing the protagonist’s nephew, the Great Dane 
puppy Scrappy-Doo, of participating in the Munich 
massacre is matched by the satirists calling his uncle 
“Scooby-Jew” because he hondles over the number of 
snacks he will receive.

Another example of Scooby-Doo eliciting a retaliatory 
response from a Jewish comedy writer is Scott 
Sherman, a longtime Stephen Colbert staff writer. 
Sherman authored “Bad for the Jews,” skewering public 
figures, including the Jewish actor Jeremy Piven.

Blaming Piven for appearing in one of the lesser direct-
to-video films in the series, “Scooby Doo in Where’s My 
Mummy?” Sherman explains that the actor “voices a 
character named Rock Rivers, who probably isn’t 
Jewish, but nevertheless Mr. Piven’s presence in the 
film definitely reinforces the stereotype that a Jew will 
do anything for money.”

The extrapolation from Scooby-Doo by Jewish writers is 
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taken a step further in literary form by the English 
Jewish novelist Will Self. Self’s delirious “Walking to 
Hollywood” (2011) depicts surreal visions befitting the 
La La Land satire “Day of the Locust” by Nathanael 
West (born Nathan Weinstein).

Self describes Scooby-Doo as participating on and off 
film sets in strange violent visions:

“I was filled only with my love for Scooby, who reared 
up on his hind legs…He licked me in gratitude, his 
tongue curling right round my tired face. ‘Scherlupp!’ 
‘Nice work, boy,’ I told him… Still on his hind legs, 
Scooby wrapped his foreleg tightly in my arm and we 
walked to the enormous 007 sound stage, picking our 
way between the loops and coils of fire hose… 
Doubled over, the stunt double ducks beneath the 
Wagnerian curtain of roaring flame… summoning a 
camera that comes nosing in further to capture 
Scooby and me, trapped in the pit, the Evian bottles 
melting all Dalí about us. Scooby, mute and suppliant, 
yet not reproachful: he trusted me, I had liberated him 
from the set of The Wolfman, we danced on blue 
screen and now it’s ended up like this!”

With his apocalyptic tone, Self’s aggressive imagery 
involving what he calls the “quadrumanous cartoon 
dog” may have been sparked by the very gentleness 
of the series and comic books.

Genial Jewish voices dramatized the characters in the 
series. Scrappy-Doo was first performed by Lennie 
Weinrib, a comedian noted for his LP “Have A Jewish 
Christmas…?” Even the character Mr. Leech, a 
smuggler, looks and speaks enticingly like the 
Hungarian Jewish actor Peter Lorre (born László 
Löwenstein).

As Carl Sagan and other educators have perceived, 
Joe Ruby’s creation encourages children to find 
nonviolent solutions cooperatively, which is still 
surely a lesson worth learning in 2020, and a splendid 
legacy for the animator.

Dear Bintel,

Do you think it would be okay for me to take off Yom 
Kippur even if I am not observant? My college 
roommate is a very actively involved Jewish person 
who goes to services on the weekends and observes 
all the holidays. She doesn’t use her phone or laptop, 
and she organizes a lot of the prayers and services in 
the community. We’ve lived together for two years.

We were talking about how Rosh Hashanah this year 
is on the weekend, so she will miss less class than 
previously. I told her I wish I could take off class for 
holidays too and she told me I could. My family 
nominally celebrated the Jewish holidays growing up 
and I had a Bat Mitzvah, but as I got older our 
involvement tapered off, and I’ve never been that 
interested in Judaism. I like being Jewish, but I 
definitely don’t follow all the rules.

I think it would be dishonest to email my professors 
and tell them that I cannot come to class for religious 
reasons when that is just not true. But now I am 
intrigued. I could definitely use a break from class. 
What do you think?

Signed,
A Jew in Name

Dear Named Jew,

I think you should take off class for Yom Kippur. I 
understand where you are coming from: strictly 
observant Jewish students don’t have a choice, at 
least not in the way you feel you do, about missing 
class, and it can be a real sacrifice. For many Jewish 
students (and, later on, Jewish employees), it’s often 
hard to get others to understand that taking off time 

I don’t observe Yom 
Kippur. Can I still take 
off class?
By Shira Telushkin

Life
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for the holidays is not a vacation or voluntary. It’s 
admirable that you don’t want to misrepresent yourself, 
or your fellow students, by suggesting you have this 
same hardship.

But you’re Jewish too. You have every equal right to 
claim this heritage whenever, and however, you want it, 
regardless of how you’ve practiced up until this point. 
This is not pretending to be something you are not in 
order to miss class; this is you claiming something you 
already own. You don’t have to sacrifice for your 
Judaism to be worthy of accommodation.

Let’s say you were at an event with both meat and 
vegetarian meal options, and you wanted the 
vegetarian option, even though you eat meat. Maybe it 
sounded tastier, or maybe you are trying to reduce your 
meat consumption. With your current framing, it 
sounds like you are worried that asking for a vegetarian 
meal would dishonestly portray you as a full-time 
vegetarian.

If there were scarce options, you would be right to be 
concerned; somebody who could eat meat should not 
take a vegetarian meal if that would mean that a 
vegetarian would go without food. But you taking off 
time doesn’t preclude someone else from doing the 
same. In fact, the more normalized it is to take time off, 
the more comfortable it will be for other Jewish 
students to do the same. If the event, for example, had 
enough vegetarian and meat options for everybody, it 
would be silly to not order your preferred meal.

Yom Kippur is not something you need to earn the right 
to observe. Think about it this way: Christian students 
don’t have to worry about whether they should take off 
Christmas even if they don’t attend Mass. They have 
the time off no matter how they choose to spend it. You 
have the same right to decide how to use your holidays.

You do have an obligation to your professor, and to 
your education, not to miss class willy-nilly. But this is a 
totally responsible reason to miss class. Even if you 
spend the whole day napping, just writing that email to 
your professor explaining you won’t come in on Yom 
Kippur claims your Jewish identity for yourself in ways 
that might prove surprisingly meaningful (or not —
which is also fine).

I’ve made the case for why, regardless of how you 
spend the time, you are not doing anything wrong or 
deceptive by missing class on Yom Kippur. That said, 
can I make a case for using the time intentionally, if you 
do clear your schedule?

Yom Kippur is the holiest day of the Jewish year. It’s a 
time to reconcile with people in our lives, reflect on our 
relationships, and engage with forgiveness for past 
wrongs. It might be worth checking out if Judaism 
speaks differently to you now than it did in high school.

That might mean trying some Jewish services, dropping 
into a relevant discussion organized by Jewish 
students, borrowing a Yom Kippur prayer book to read 
on your own, or taking some focused time to go on a 
hike or meditate or read. Your roommate might be able 
to suggest more options, too. You don’t have to 
observe Yom Kippur in a traditional way to still make it 
a meaningful time for you.

And if you do decide to engage in a more formal way, 
don’t feel shy or out of place! It can be intimidating to 
roll up to a new Jewish community where it feels like 
everybody knows each other and what they’re doing; 
the desire to flee will likely arise.

Stick it out.

Remember: This is your heritage, you own it too, and 
you belong.

Is my wedding photography breaking 
Shabbat?

Dear Bintel,

I’m having a summer wedding (Hopefully! We’ve pushed 
back to August 2021), and part of the package that 
comes with our photographer is coverage of the 
rehearsal dinner. We’re not having a formal rehearsal 
dinner, but we are having a Friday night dinner for our 
guests, almost all of whom are from out of town. I’d 
love for the photographer to cover the event, but my 
mom is worried my Orthodox Jewish cousins will be 
uncomfortable. Is that true?

Signed,

Wedded Unseen?

I don’t observe Yom Kippur. Can I still take off class?
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Dear Unseen,

You don’t mention the option of asking your cousins 
themselves, and I wonder why not. Are you not close 
with them? Are you worried about offending them with 
the question? Are you worried they’ll say it does make 
them uncomfortable and you’ll feel obligated to scrap 
the pictures? I ask because the one thing you don’t 
want to do is make assumptions about their practice, 
and you don’t want to offer an option you’ll later resent. 
Your Orthodox cousins from childhood might no longer 
observe in the same way they grew up, or might have a 
perspective that surprises you.

If you go with the photos, I’d give your cousins a heads-
up that there will be a photographer there, but that of 
course there is no expectation they’ll be in pictures. Let 
them decide what to do on the day. The critical issues 
here are that many Orthodox Jews cannot pose for 
pictures on Shabbat, and if the photographer is Jewish, 
they would likely be uncomfortable being in any picture 
taken, even in passing. That means you shouldn’t ask 
them to be in any group pictures, and understand they 

might try to avoid the lens. If they’re frequently in non-
Orthodox spaces on Shabbat, this won’t feel that 
strange, I imagine, but for some Orthodox Jews, the 
presence of a photographer would be jarring and feel 
against the Shabbat spirit.

You also mention having a summer wedding, where 
Shabbat can often start quite late. If your dinner begins 
well before sunset, you can confine the photographs to 
the beginning of the night, which might be a win-win. 
But let your cousins know the situation, and let them 
know you respect whatever actions they want to take 
in response.

Fingers-crossed that you get your big day!

-

Shira Telushkin lives in Brooklyn, where she writes on 
religion, fashion, and culture for a variety of 
publications. She is currently finishing a book on 
monastic intrigue in modern America. Got a question? 
Send it to bintel@forward.com.
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